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Abstract—This paper proposes an effective modelling of sound
event spectra with a hidden data-size-imbalance, for improved
Acoustic Event Detection (AED). The proposed method models
each event as an aggregated representation of a few latent factors,
while conventional approaches try to find acoustic elements
directly from the event spectra. In the method, all the latent
factors across all events are assigned comparable importance
and complexity to overcome the hidden imbalance of data-sizes in
event spectra. To extract latent factors in each event, the proposed
method employs clustering and performs non-negative matrix
factorization to each latent factor, and learns its acoustic elements
as a sub-dictionary. Separate sub-dictionary learning effectively
models the acoustic elements with limited data-sizes and avoids
over-fitting due to hidden imbalances in training data. For the
task of polyphonic sound event detection from DCASE 2013
challenge, an AED based on the proposed modelling achieves a
detection F-measure of 46.5%, a significant improvement of more
than 19% as compared to the existing state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms—Data-Size-Imbalance, Acoustic Event Detection,
Non-Negative Matrix Factorization, Dictionary Learning

I. INTRODUCTION

The ubiquity of recorded audio in the present day paves
way for development of smart applications that can be readily
integrated with voice activated devices like Amazon Echo or
Google Home. Being invariant to occlusions and brightness,
audio is ideally suited for security applications likes Acoustic
Event Detection (AED) and Scene Identification [1]. This
paper focuses on AED which aims to detect the occurrences
of sound events in a given audio signal. The event detection
performance is significantly dependent on the effectiveness
of modelling audio signals gathered for training. Hence the
performance of AED degrades with noise, polyphony and
hidden data-size-imbalances in audio signals. Polyphony refers
to the simultaneous existence of two or more sound events
in an audio signal. These degradations demand the need for
effective event models with multi-label event classifiers that
are robust to the interference from background noises.

The most frequently used approaches for AED are based
on Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) trained us-
ing Gaussian Mixture Models [2] and Non-Negative Matrix
Factorization (NMF) [3]. The recent advancements in AED
demonstrate the effectiveness of Convolutional Recurrent Neu-
ral Networks (CRNNs) for modelling large audio databases
[4][5]. The capability of CRNNs to model complex and
non-linear dependencies in the audio signals is offset by its

challenges of being computationally intensive and often prone
to severe over-fitting [6]. These challenges motivate the use
of matrix factorization methods to extract linear dependencies
in audio signals. The additional constraint of having non-
negative factors is to model a given audio as an additive
representation of different sound sources. The entire set of
linear dependencies (dictionary) among all sound events can
be extracted at once by performing NMF on the spectrogram
of an entire audio database, consisting of several sound events
[7]. Hence the performance of NMF based AED methods
heavily rely on the ability of their dictionaries to represent
sound events. In situations where the data-size of a few
events is much higher than the others, dictionary learned by
performing NMF of the entire database overlooks the events
with limited data-sizes. One of the methods to model such an
imbalance is to normalize the spectra of each event with their
respective data-sizes [8]. It is also possible to estimate the
overall dictionary as a composition of event-wise dictionaries
to overcome the imbalance among sound events [9].

A similar but hidden imbalance among the exemplars of
an individual sound event was observed in NEC’s field trials
[10]. For the purpose of illustration, consider a Piano sound
event consisting of 10 exemplars for 3 notes C4-G4-E4 played
simultaneously for 1 second and only 1 exemplar for a C4 note
played for 0.5 seconds. Piano event dictionary learned using
NMF fails to model the under-represented C4 note. If prior
information detailing the imbalance of exemplars is hidden,
the dictionary learned for such an event fails to represent the
exemplars with limited data-sizes.

We propose an effective dictionary learning of sound events
to overcome such data-size-imbalances by assuming an event
to be explained from a few latent factors. This assumption
motivates an effective strategy for dictionary generation where
each event is clustered into latent factors namely sub-events.
Each sub-event is an aggregation of multiple acoustic ele-
ments (a structural element which can be represented by a
single basis). Clustering brings forth the underlying data-size-
imbalance hidden in each event. Sub-dictionaries learned from
each sub-event improve the modelling of under-represented
acoustic elements. The overall set of sub-dictionaries over all
sound events effectively models the entire audio database, and
when paired with support vector machines, improves on the
drawback of existing NMF based AED methods.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we briefly discuss a conventional NMF based dictio-
nary learning. Section III describes an AED method based on
the proposed dictionary learning and SVM classifier training.
Performance evaluations of the proposed method for the above
Piano illustration and the Polyphonic Sound Event Detection
task from Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes
and Events (DCASE) 2013 are detailed in Section IV. This
discussion ends with a few concluding remarks in Section V.

II. NON-NEGATIVE MATRIX FACTORIZATION

Before detailing the proposed dictionary learning method,
we briefly explain the concept of NMF as it is predominantly
used for modelling of sound events. NMF is a set of matrix
decomposition techniques which approximately factorize a
given positive matrix V of size p × q into positive low-rank
matrices W and H of sizes p × r and r × q respectively,
where r < min(p, q). It is being assumed that V consists
of q features each of which is a p-dimensional vector. In the
context of an audio signal obtained from an additive mixture
of sound sources, the audio spectrogram V can be factorized
into a set of few basis vectors W and activation vectors H .
NMF is formulated as,

V ≈WH s.t. V � 0,W � 0, H � 0. (1)

This approximate factorization is guided by a cost function
minimization. For our present work, Kullback-Leibler (KL)
Divergence is taken to be the cost function. Iterative update
rules used to estimate W and H for NMF optimized using
KL-Divergence are put forth by Lee and Seung [11].

Problem with NMF dictionaries: W represents a dictionary
which consists of fundamental vectors necessary to reconstruct
V . Columns of H represent a new feature space and indicate
the parts of dictionary W that are being used to represent a
given spectra [12]. A natural application of such dictionary
dependent features H is to identify activations extracted from
a given test spectra, that are similar to activations learned from
training spectra. Without a proper dictionary, the activations
necessary to represent a spectrum cannot be obtained. From
the spectrogram of entire Piano event described earlier, a
dictionary learned using NMF aims to represent most parts
of the spectra and ends up over-fitting the C4-G4-E4 sound.
Thus there are no basis vectors capable of modelling the C4
sound. To overcome this inability of conventional NMF to
represent hidden acoustic elements with limited data-sizes, we
propose an improved dictionary learning method.

III. AED WITH PROPOSED DICTIONARY LEARNING

A. Dictionary Learning

Block diagram for the proposed method consists of two
important parts: clustering event spectra and separate sub-
dictionary learning as shown in Fig. 1. Consider an audio
database of M sound events with each event’s respective
spectrogram denoted by Em, 1 ≤ m ≤M . MFCC coefficients
for each spectrum in Em are extracted and trained using a
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the proposed clustering and separate
sub-dictionary learning for modelling the hidden imbalance of
data-sizes in each event spectra.

Gaussian mixture model (GMM). Each of the event spectra
Em is clustered into a set of sub-event spectra using the trained
GMM. Let the set {Vn}, 1 ≤ n ≤ N represent the entire set of
sub-event spectra, where N is the total number of sub-events
clustered across all events. Separately, a sub-dictionary Wn

is learned using NMF from their respective sub-event spectra
Vn. All sub-dictionaries are concatenated to output an overall
dictionary Wall for the entire audio database i.e.

Wall = [W1,W2, . . .WN ]. (2)

The motivation behind clustering event spectra is to extract
the hidden data-size-imbalances among its acoustic elements.
In the Piano event illustrated earlier, the unbalanced acoustic
elements are the well-represented spectra of C4-G4-E4 and
under-represented spectra of C4. As it is not always possible
to construct event databases which take such imbalance into
consideration, mixture models such as GMM are capable of
modelling both the under-represented and well-represented
parts of an event [13]. The extracted MFCCs reduce the
dimensionality of original spectrum and improve the stabil-
ity of mixture modelling. Separately learned sub-dictionaries
make Wall capable of representing the acoustic elements with
limited data-sizes, which are overlooked by the conventional
event-wise NMF dictionaries. Hence an AED based on the
proposed dictionary learning effectively models sound events,
thereby improving the overall detection performance.

B. Classifier Training and Event Detection

The above dictionary learning is an integral part of the
overall acoustic event modelling and detection as shown in
Fig. 2. Let ΛD be the development spectra used for training
classifiers. In this work, ΛD is the spectrogram of polyphonic
audio signals obtained from a mixture of different sound
events. Supervised NMF is performed over the entire develop-
ment spectra ΛD by using a fixed basis matrix Wall to estimate
the activations matrix HD. A conventional approach to train
event classifiers involves the use of this activations matrix HD.
The columns of HD, along with their respective event labels
are used for classifier training to generate event classifiers.
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Fig. 2: Block diagram for training event classifiers from the
labelled spectra of polyphonic sound events and using these
classifiers to detect sound event labels from test spectra.

For detecting sound events in any given test spectra
ΛT , a semi-supervised NMF with an extended basis matrix
[Wall,W

∧

] is employed [14]. As the test spectra often contains
an added noise, a small noise dictionary W

∧

is appended to
the columns of Wall. During this semi-supervised NMF, Wall

remains fixed and only W
∧

is estimated. The extended portion
of the basis matrix W

∧

is estimated using NMF to model
the additional noise elements. This increment of the overall
basis matrix increases the dimensionality of the estimated
activations matrix. This is formulated as,

ΛT ≈
[
Wall W

∧ ] [HT

H
∧

]
s.t. ΛT ,W

∧

, HT , H
∧

� 0. (3)

The part of activations matrix corresponding to Wall is HT

and that of W
∧

is H
∧

. Only the event activation matrix HT

is used for event detection, while H
∧

is ignored. The trained
event classifiers classify each column of HT to output a
binary eventroll that indicates which event(s) take place in
each column of HT . The extracted binary eventroll is later
post-processed to output the final event labels.

Many types of classifiers are used in literature to train
these activations. Gemmeke et al. [9] uses a Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) with linear time warping. Thresholding based
classifiers to ascertain the existence of a particular event have
been used in [15]. However, Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
with linear kernels have shown promising results for training
event classifiers [16], [17], [18] and will be used in this paper.
The activations corresponding to a particular event are used to
train a binary linear-SVM classifier against all the activations
of the remaining events.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

A. Dictionary Learning for the Piano Event

As detailed in the previous sections, consider the Piano
event with a data-size-imbalance among its C4-G4-E4 and
C4 exemplars as shown in Fig. 3(a). Ideally, the dictionary for
this event should contain two basis vectors which are either
{C4-G4-E4, C4} or {G4-E4, C4}. The sampling rate of the
exemplars is 8kHz. The spectrogram for this event is estimated
from 40ms time frames of the signal with a 10ms frame shift.
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Fig. 3: (a) Piano sound event with 20 : 1 data-size-imbalance
of spectra and its dictionaries extracted using (b) Conventional
NMF which can collectively represent only the C4-G4-E4 and
(c) Proposed Method which can represent both G4-E4 and C4.

When a dictionary is learned from this spectrogram using
conventional NMF, the resulting two basis vectors are low and
high frequency representations of the C4-G4-E4 sound and
are unable to represent the C4 sound as shown in Fig. 3(b). A
single basis vector obtained from the C4 exemplar using NMF
is shown on the side for visual comparison. Alternatively using
the proposed method, we first extract 25 MFCCs excluding
the 0th coefficient from each spectrum. A GMM with two
components models the MFCCs and clusters the entire event
into two sub-event spectra. Then sub-dictionaries with two
basis vectors are learned from each sub-event. The resulting
Wall contains a total of four basis vectors. There are only
two distinct acoustic elements (C4, C4-G4-E4) in the overall
event, so the dimensionality of Wall can be reduced to 2 by
identifying the two basis vectors with minimum correlation
between them. These are shown in Fig. 3(c) and it can be seen
that the second basis vector closely resembles the single basis
vector obtained from C4 exemplar. Also, both basis vectors
put together closely represent the C4-G4-E4 sound. This
demonstrates the ability of the proposed method in learning
dictionaries that represent the entire sound event.

For realistic sound events, GMM based clustering of event
spectra is dependent on the initialization parameters, and there-
fore not reliable in modelling unbalanced acoustic elements
accurately. If clustering of event spectra can separate the
spectra of C4-G4-E4 and C4 accurately, normalizing each
of the clustered sub-event spectra by their data-size should
be sufficient for NMF to extract an effective dictionary from
the entire normalized event spectra [8]. Hence we additionally
compare the proposed method with clustering and normalized
sub-dictionary learning. We evaluate the reconstruction error
(log-likelihood) of the C4 exemplar at 100 random initializa-
tions using the proposed dictionary learning, clustering and
normalized dictionary learning and the conventional NMF
dictionary learning. A histogram of the 100 log-likelihoods
for each method is shown in Fig. 4. Among the 5 histogram
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bins, the first bin indicates an accurate reconstruction and the
last bin indicates a failed reconstruction. It is evident that
the conventional NMF fails to represent the C4 exemplar
at almost all initializations. The clustering and normalized
dictionary learning succeeds to reconstruct at less than 40%
of all initializations, while the proposed dictionary learning
succeeds at more than 75%. This demonstrates the robustness
of the proposed method to uncertainties in clustering effective
sub-event spectra.

B. Polyphonic Sound Event Detection

Training and Testing: In this paper, we evaluate the pro-
posed method for polyphonic sound event detection task from
the IEEE challenge for DCASE 2013 [19]. The dictionaries
for each sound event are learned from the isolated training
database consisting of M = 16 sound events. Event spectra
are estimated from 40ms frame sizes with a 10ms frame shift.
Each event spectra is first clustered into 2 sub-event spectra by
extracting 23 MFCCs excluding the 0th coefficient and then
modelling using a 2 component GMM. Then sub-dictionaries
with 3 basis vectors are learned from each of the clustered sub-
event spectra. The size of overall dictionary Wall is N = 96.

Spectra of OS (Office Synthetic) development database con-
sisting of 9 polyphonic synthetic recordings (90 seconds each)
is used for classifier training. Note that the dimensionality
of MFCCs, GMM and sub-dictionaries are optimized for the
OS development database. Due to a large number of sound
events and polyphonic nature of the development database,
class weight for event activations to be trained using binary
linear-SVM classifiers is increased to 3 times. Similar to the
training phase, test spectra is obtained from OS test database
which contains 12 recordings (120 seconds each) with different
levels of polyphony and background noises. A second database
OS-IRCCYN [20] is also used for evaluating the proposed
method. Both databases share the same ground truths, however
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the latter is obtained from audio recorded at IRCCYN, France
[21]. Size of the noise dictionary W

∧

is 1. For post-processing,
the generated binary eventroll is filtered using a median filter
of length 3. Gaps less than 250ms in the eventroll are filled
and the final event labels with duration more than 200ms are
considered to be valid.

Evaluations and Comparisons: F-measure based metrics
are used evaluation in this paper. We consider three different
evaluation metrics: a 10ms frame-based F-measure (Ffb)
from DCASE 2013, 100ms segment-based (Fsb) and class-
wise segment-based F-measures (Fcwsb) from DCASE 2016.
Frame-based metrics are evaluated for each recording and their
average is noted, while segment-based metrics are evaluated
over the entire database.

To evaluate the proposed method, we compare it with
three most relevant NMF based AED methods. First method
proposed by Gemmeke et al. uses an event-wise NMF for dic-
tionary learning and extracts event-likelihoods using Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) with linear time warping [9]. Second
is the probabilistic latent component analysis (PLCA) with in-
tegrated linear dynamical systems (LDS) proposed by Benetos
et al. [21] for polyphonic sound event tracking. The third is the
sparsely activated mixture of local dictionaries (MLD) based
dictionary learning proposed by Komatsu et al. and trained
using SVM classifiers [16]. For this comparison, the three
NMF based AED methods are evaluated for both OS test and
OS-IRCCYN databases, and their Ffb are shown in Fig. 5.
An AED based on the proposed dictionary learning achieves
a frame-based F-measure of 46.5% for the OS test database
and shows a significant improvement of 19.2% over the next
best state-of-the-art AED method. The proposed dictionary
learning has improved event modelling thereby outperforming
the existing NMF based state-of-the-art methods. To the best of
our knowledge, the reported Ffb of 46.5% for OS test database
using the proposed method is highest in existing literature.
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Further evaluating the significance of proposed dictionary
learning, we compare it with two conventional NMF-SVM
based AED methods. First method learns the overall dictionary
with 35 basis vectors by doing NMF to the entire audio
spectra. The second method performs an event-wise NMF
and groups together all the event dictionaries. Size of these
event dictionaries are tested from 1 to 6, with 3 being the
best. The two conventional NMF based AED methods are
denoted as NMF+SVM and E-NMF+SVM respectively. A
binary linear-SVM classifier is trained in all the three methods.
F-measures for the three methods are shown in Fig. 6.
The proposed method achieves the highest Ffb,Fsb,Fcwsb of
46.5%, 49% and 40.2% respectively. This comparison shows
the significance of learning sub-dictionaries separately.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we propose an effective dictionary learning
of sound events with hidden data-size-imbalances, for the
task of acoustic event detection. The imbalance among data-
sizes of acoustic elements present in the spectra of each
sound event are first estimated by clustering and the sub-
dictionaries from each cluster spectra are learned separately.
An illustrative example shows that the overall set of sub-
dictionaries is better able to model the hidden imbalances
as compared to conventional NMF based dictionary learning
methods. We further demonstrate the superiority of an AED
method based on the proposed dictionary learning, over three
existing state-of-the-art AED methods. Rigorous mathematical
work integrating the clustering and sub-dictionary learning into
the NMF formulation is left for future work.
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